Abstract. In this article, we report software architectures for context awareness in mobile computing environments, sensor centric systems and discuss context modeling issues. Defining an architecture for supporting context-aware applications for mobile devices explicitly implies a scalable description of how to represent contextual information and which are the abstraction models capable of handling such information. Using sensors to retrieve contextual information (e.g., user location) leads to a sensor network scheme that provides services to the applications level. Operations for capturing, collating, storing, and disseminating contextual information at the lowest level and aggregating it into increasingly more abstract models qualify the context-aware systems. In this article, we introduce context aware systems in mobile computing environments, review the basic mechanisms underlying the operation of such systems, and discuss notable work and important architectures in the area.
Introduction
In the recent years, we have witnessed rapid advances in the enabling technologies for mobile and ubiquitous computing, such as the increasing pervasive computing paradigm, embedded sensor technologies and wide range of wired and wireless protocols. Specifically, contextaware computing is emerging as the next computing paradigm in which infrastructure and services are seamlessly available anywhere, anytime, and in any format. In order to engineer context-aware computing systems, it is of high importance to understand, apprehend, and define the constituent components of context from an engineering perspective, as well as, from a model-theoretic perspective.
Moreover, mobile and context-aware computing applications respond to changes in the environment in an intelligent manner in order to enhance the computer experience of the user. Specifically, context-aware applications tend to be enhanced mobile applications for the following reasons: (i) user context changes frequently subject to the user's mobility behavior, and (ii) the need for context-aware behavior is greater in a mobile environment (contextaware applications have to take into account user location, network resources, and device capabilities).
One could consider a space into which the structure for a Context-Aware System (CAS) could be defined. Such space, which is depicted in Figure 1 , encompasses three logical axes, Context Modeling, Pervasiveness, and, System Behavior. Context Modeling is, mainly, a methodology that is based on a structural logical set of definite or abstract environmental services that are assumed to differently handle context adaptation. Such systems may continuously react to the highly dynamic nature of context and behave accordingly at any context alteration, or, remain idle and insensitive to those changes. The various context models that the majority of context-aware applications adopt are discussed in the following section.
D e fi ni t i o n o f C o ntext
It is common knowledge that the concept of context is studied in many research areas such as cognitive science [1, 2] and linguistics [3] . However, not only had context been introduced in the area of artificial intelligence (e.g., first-order logic systems [4] ), but it had become a widely discussed issue as it had been well formalized in [5, 6] . Specifically, according to such theories about context definition and utilization, one could consider that context is used as a means of solving the problem of generality. In fact, contexts have been used in various applications in mobile devices that deal with modeling situations, beliefs, probabilities, spatial, and temporal relations, web semantics, integration of heterogeneous knowledge resources, and, databases. Moreover, the authors in [7] defined context as a means to formalize theoretical issues concerning reasoning over heterogeneous contextual information of beliefs related to such information.
We define the term contextual information as the retrieved and relevant data that comprise the context. Specifically, such data are retrieved from heterogeneous and comprise a certain application context. Each piece of such information focuses on a specific epistemic field tightly related to its application context. Furthermore, the authors in [7] defined the concept of context according to two principles: locality and compatibility. The former principle is based on the reasoning only on part of knowledge that is currently available, i.e., what is currently known. The latter principle denotes the compatibility relations being reasoned among diverse contexts.
Moreover, CAS focuses on the contextual information manipulated by a certain application. A well-known context definition related to the application specific context was proposed by the authors in [6] . According to this definition, "Context is any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place or object that is considered relevant to the integration between a user and an application, including the user and the application themselves". From this definition, one could derive that context is a set of situations and actions. Such situations force to change over time, describing humans' behaviors, application and environmental states, whenever specific actions are applied (e.g., such actions can be considered as the fluent predicates in situation calculus [8] ).
In the remainder of the article, we firstly (Section 2) discuss previous efforts on context modeling. Such efforts are discussed from two viewpoints: context representation and context detection. Section 3, presents the requirements for a mobile computing application to be considered as context-aware. Section 4, refers to existing application frameworks for context sensing, producing abstract contextual information (i.e., from raw data selection to abstract data definitions, such as clustering, classification, or, even, approximate reasoning). Section 5, reports on infrastructures and architectures that enable and support context-aware mobile services with respect to context monitoring, adaptation, distribution and reasoning. Finally, in Section 6, a discussion related to applications of large scale context-aware systems is provided, whilst, conclusions along with future considerations and open issues related to context-awareness in mobile computing environments, are discussed in Section 7.
Context Modeling
The context modeling is a research area that tries to answer the following questions:
• which are the most appropriate contextual information that can model well enough the specific context in a certain domain (e.g., epistemic field, such as mobility behavior of a user, network congestion control, early warning, and transportation traffic notification), • which are the relations among such pieces of information, • how can one take into account the information change, and, how can one react to such change, if necessary.
Hence, modeling context is a technique focuses on how to find and relate contextual information that better captures the observation of certain worlds of interest.
In this section, context modeling approaches can be classified into two, not necessarily disjoint, taxonomies: Context Theoretic and Context Conceptual Modeling. The first class of approaches relies on context modeling with the aid of context theoretic modeling. The second class of approaches addresses the problem of context modeling as a problem of context conceptual modeling. The former methodology is based on modeling the contextual information as situations and the contextual information changes as actions, which are applicable to certain situations. The latter methodology is based on mapping contextual information into concepts (e.g., predicates or formulae in first-order logic) and on associating each compatibility relation with a conceptual role in conceptual modeling (e.g., binary or n-ary association). Currently, the most useful, in terms of reasoning complexity, mapping of context to concepts is attained by the Description Logics (DL) [9] . Such logics interprets the possible worlds of context parts as a set of interpretation models (e.g., a knowledge base with facts) in order to achieve contextual reasoning.
Further discussion will reveal that context is more than situations and actions, but, several modals are attached to its definition to extend its semantics [9] . The concept of modal is interpreted as a specific property of the world, into which context belongs. Context model has to bear in mind the appropriate selection of modals over the context. Consider, for instance, the modal Belief. This means that, either Alice's location is the R19 office with some degree of belief, or Alice is actually in R20 office, but she may move to R19 office, at a certain time with a certain probability. We report several modals that describe the contextual information change as follows: (i) Activity modal, when context modeling refers to activity-oriented context, (ii) Belief modal, when refers to belief revision and update, (iii) Probability modal, when refers to probabilistic-based context models, (iv) Time modal, when dealing with temporal reasoning, (v) Fuzzy modal, when reasoning about uncertain and vague information context models, and (vi) Category modal, when refers to more abstract or more specific contexts in terms of their taxonomical interpretations.
It can be noticed that there are several context formulations for such context model methodologies. The most important formulations are these, which have the ability to reason about context and to infer (unknown a-priori) situations or even possible world states of context parts entities. Context models that support such mechanisms are of high interest, and especially those models that can reason in polynomial time of complexity (e.g., currently, this constrain is only satisfied by the Category modal based context models [10] ).
C o n t e x t T h eoretic Modeling

Context as situation composition
In this situation theoretic context model, the concept of context is constructed by the captured events, or, activities into which contextual entities get evolved. A contextor [11] is a software abstraction that models relationships between observables. Contextors share a common I/O structure including control channels and meta-data to ensure and express Quality of Service (QoS). They can be composed as directed graphs or encapsulated into higher computational units (i.e., compound contextors). Hence, the authors in [11] expand the idea of context on the basis of the notion of situation. Specifically, contextual information is modeled as a vector of snapshots (i.e., values or contents) of observables, which match to predefined situations. The composition or synthesis of such snapshots, over time, forms context. Observables and their relationships can be mapped to colonies of contextors. Context at specific time derives from the composition of multiple situations (e.g., meeting, working) over time intervals. A situation may refer to a specific set of users involved in a particular task or set of tasks. Moreover, a contextor should be viewed as a means of retrieval of the values (or contents) of the observables that belonged to the corresponding context. The composition of the contextors implies the composition of the partial contexts, in order for the context-aware application to capture the whole context. Figure 2 provides a graphical representation of a contextor.
Context awareness should take into account the roles assigned to a context (i.e., the description of a user's behavior when engaged in a certain activity) and its relations with others. The authors in [12] view context as an intermixture of modules, which are defined as transformations of observations. Modules are assembled into reflective processes, enriched with meta-information, under the direction of a supervisory controller. A fundamental aspect of interpreting sensor observations (similarly to Contextors [11] ) is to construct context by gathering observation. Hence, context is modeled as a composition of situations relevant to a task. Within a situation, context shares the same set of roles and relations. Then, the context model determines the appropriate collection of roles and relations for a certain task. Let U be the set of users to whom one attempts to assign specific roles (e.g., Alice is a "secretary" or "business manager") and their relations (e.g., Alice as secretary "presents confidential information" to her boss, but her colleagues cannot obtain such confidential information during the meeting). A role implies a certain action within a task T. The authors in [12] discuss the important problem of how to provide a mechanism for dynamically composing federations of meta-controllers that observe the roles and the relations over context. This approach is based on a rule-based system written in JESS 1 . Meta-supervisors are designed for specific contexts (i.e., every plausible situation has its own meta-supervisor) and maintain a model for the current context of the U. This model includes information about contexts that derive from the current context of U. Figure 3 depicts the transformation of data (i.e., roles and relations) and generated events, undertaken by an observation process (i.e., contextual retrieval process), under the direction of a reflective controller.
Context as activity hierarchy
Considering context as a set of activities, as discussed in [13] , focuses on a specific type of context. The latter describes the performance (i.e., realization) of an agent's activity. Consider a set of activities A as the activities that an agent may perform. A subset of these activities B ⊂ A, is the set of activities that the agent can really perform, and the set difference D = A\B is the set of the activities that the agent categorically cannot perform. Hence, context can be considered as the information that describes the performance of the activities of the set B. Activities may vary in scope (from general to specific). General activities often contain one or more specific activities (e.g., Alice is moving, from one room to another, is a more general activity, of these into which Alice is running, or walking, between the same rooms). The performance of a general activity generates a corresponding general context, given that more specific activities have already been performed, and then, have already generated more specific contexts. Such model of context differs from the previous approaches, because it focuses on context-aware applications that support mechanisms for recognition of activities, rather than context-aware applications that focus on time, location or other contextual information. An indicative representation of this model is provided in Figure 4 .
C o nt e x t C o nceptual Modeling
This type of context modeling describes context as concepts and the relations among such concepts as binary or n-ary associations. Furthermore, such type of modeling categorizes context according to its prevalent characteristics.
The motivation of adopting several modals to context models has derived from the fact, that, applications need to be sensitive and more reliable to contextual information, as the latter is dynamically changing. The authors in [14] classify contextual information according to certain characteristics. Basically, the type of the contextual information exhibits certain temporal characteristics. Contextual information can be static, which means that it describes invariant 
Context as conceptual graph
In [14] , a context model is described as a conceptual graph with context modeling, as concepts, and relations, as associations among concepts. In this model, several relations can be considered between three specific contextual entities: person, device and their communication channels. Such context model is assumed to be an object-based approach, in which, context is structured as a set of physical or conceptual concepts (e.g., PDA, persons, and communication channels). Properties of concepts are represented by attributes, and are linked to attributes uni-directional relations. Such model classifies relations, according to the change rate of their values, into two main parts: static relations and dynamic relations. The context captured by a static relation is typically known with a high degree of confidence (confidence can be considered as a modal operator). The context captured by dynamic relations through hardware or software sensors (e.g., widget [15] ) is not inserted directly to the model, but is, somehow, transformed to bring it closer to the level of information abstraction required by context-aware applications. Additionally, the model classifies the relations, according to their structure, into two types: simple and composite relations. A simple relation could be considered as a link between a concept and its property. A composite relation is a communication link from a Person to a set of her Activities. For managing such context model, it is reasonable to define a meta-model of relations known as dependencies. A dependency is a special type of relation that exists between relations. Specifically, a dependency can be qualified by a participation constraint (i.e., cardinality constraint), which limits the pairs of relations to whom that dependency is applied. Furthermore, the uncertain context may raise quality issues that this model could handle. The information systems community has extensively researched for Context Quality Modeling (CQM) [16] . According to CQM, the observables are tagged with various quality indicators, like coverage, resolution, accuracy, repeatability, frequency, and, freshness of context. Moreover, Figure 5 depicts such conceptual graph and the dependencies between the corresponding relations. It could be noticed that, the dependency dependsOn restricts two relations engagedIn and locatedAt, which means that, Alice presents some information during the meeting activity given that her location is actually the meeting room.
Context as semantic graph
This approach is based on how to describe context, not as a graph representation, but as a set of propositions in some propositional logic. The statements of propositional languages are visualized as graphs, thus, the aforementioned context model is viewed as a conceptual graph of semantics. In fact, first-order logic systems can, accurately, assert context as predicates that are valid, for certain time intervals, and relations among concepts as n-ary predicates. The context model, in [14] , can be described as a set of clauses with unary, or n-arty predicates. Finally, research work on semantics [9] has recently proposed a methodology for modeling such kind of knowledge, as conceptual graphs through Semantic Web languages (e.g., RDF(S) [17] ).
Requirements of Context-Aware Applications
Applications should posses certain capabilities in order to be characterized as context-aware. Specifically, a context-aware application has to take into consideration a set of characteristics related to context modelling, handling and adaptation. Such characteristics could be:
• Context acquisition: A mechanism to obtain context data from diverse context sources. Context acquisition could be dealt with hardware sensors delivering information that conforms to a low-level data model. • 
Context-Sensing Applications
The contextual information captured by a sensor-based system (e.g., [19] [20] [21] ) is interfaced with an appropriate context model. Contextual information retrieval [22] is partly accomplished through sensor networks. Sensors could be considered as a rudimentary knowledge measurement engine, as they implement raw-data sensing techniques (e.g., location determination, temperature, acceleration, and light intensity measurement). On the other hand, they could be regarded as a more sophisticated mechanism, which can, for instance, determine that Alice's situation is at_meeting (e.g., [23] ). Sensor interaction with mobile devices introduces many challenges to mobile computing. Apart from discovering services, or even resources, and, gathering context in a sensor-aware system, the more important challenge is the realistic detection of the user's context, assuming that it is not a-priori known. Sensor-based context detection for mobile users explicitly empowers human-computer interaction.
In this section, we outline some noteworthy techniques that are used in sensor networks to detect and disseminate contextual information to context-aware applications. Certain sensorbased applications have been selected in order to deal with the high usage of the contextual modals in realistic context-aware applications. Moreover, such modals determine how much context, and, in what type of its representation a context-aware application needs.
C o n t e x t S e n s ing Bas ed on Collecting Knowledge from Neighbors
The work described in [24] focuses on a communication scheme for retrieving contextual information through autonomous sensors without centralized control. These sensors called Smart-Its [25] , are aware of their sensing capabilities and can report them to their neighbors, if necessary. The idea of introducing an interoperable data format, describing sensor-features among Smart-Its, is based on the Smart Context-Aware Packets (sCAPs). Such protocol may be considered as a document-based approach for collecting sensor-features sharing some similarities with Context-Aware Packets (CAP) [26] . The sCAP is gradually filled with sensed information on its way through the environment. Each Smart-It that receives a sCAP contributes to the required sensor-features and forwards it to another Smart-It in its neighborhood. Combining the features stored in the sCAP allows each Smart-It to make assumptions about the current context. Based on this knowledge, it can forward this sCAP to an appropriate sensor for further processing. Figure 6 depicts the interaction of a mobile device using the context detection mechanism of sCAP.
O r g a n i zi n g C o ntext-Sens ed Information in Layers of Abstraction
Intelligent architectures that support multi-granular context descriptions (i.e., different context representations) are required, in order to model complex contextual information. The sensor devices range in complexity, as discussed in [27] , from simple binary on-off reporting modules to sensors that can decide whenever a person is engaged in a certain activity at a specific location. Figure 6 . Context detection using sCAPs. Merino is an architecture for constructing context layers, as depicted in Figure 7 . Merino consists of five elements: sensors, smart sensors, smart environment-agents, repository, and the user model. In the lowest level, sensors are mechanisms, both hardware, and software able to interrogate both the physical and computational environment. Smart sensors, forming the first layer of the context abstraction, are responsible for filtering and aggregating the raw sensors data into structures that are available through the repository interface. Such interface is a space where smart environment-agents can make use of the processed data, and, thus, provide a richer context. Smart environment-agents constitute the second layer of that context abstraction. These agents may be classified in two categories: rich context agents and performance enhancers. The former agent category accesses the contextual information from the repository in order to reformulate it to higher-level contextual information (called rich-context). Smart agents produce rich context that may be provided in varying levels of granularity. Moreover, the user model is managed by a smart personal assistant, which has access to the repository, in order to customize and configure the user needs.
S e r v i c e A d a ptation Bas ed on Us er Context
The adaptation of the provided services to the user needs depends on the fact that the user context is self-described. This means that, such context describes user needs in terms of constraints, preferences, and beliefs. Such constraints are used for enabling service selection and execution, and, also, act as mediators for expressing service needs to the environment. Such service needs arise from the user context (e.g., a service that reminds Alice for her meeting).
The Context-Aware Packets Enabling Ubiquitous Services (CAPEUS) [28] system discovers, selects, and executes services, with regard to the current user context. CAPEUS adopts the situation composition and conceptual graph context models. Such models discussed in Section 2. The discussed system adopts a standard document format, known as Context-Aware Packets (CAP), in order to describe service needs and constraints on a logical level. The CAP is initiated by the user and placed in the network, where it is evaluated. Service needs are expressed by context constraints, which describe the situation and circumstances under which the user intends to use a service. The CAP document is organized into three parts: Context Constraints, Scripting, and Data. Context Constraints take into account user's service needs. A Context Constraint is further analyzed into three entities: the Abstract, the Relation, and the Event entity. The former relates to the service peer, sensor, or, person. The Relation entity describes dependencies related to the service selection. Events, which are represented by logical conditions, report situations detected by sensors, thus forming a trigger. The scripting part represents simple scripts to be executed during service invocation, whilst the data section is the prerequisite data to be processed by the service.
Consider the following scenario: A user injects a CAP to a local Service Access Node (SAN). The SAN evaluates the CAP in two phases: selection and execution. The SAN checks whether the CAP is related to a service in its domain. If not, it routes the CAP to the appropriate SAN to fulfill these service needs. In the second phase, the service is executed according to the contextual constraints, being described in the CAP, and, if possible, to the user context.
A demonstration of a printing service execution related to contextual constraints is depicted in Figure 8 . Alice wants to print a PDF file for her presentation at the meeting, but the nearest printer can not support this type of file. Then, a CAP is transparently injected in the network (step [1] ) and the SAN routes this CAP to the appropriate SAN (step [2] ), which can convert that PDF file to the type of file that the nearest printer supports. Finally, the converted data in the CAP is printed (step [4] ).
Context Aware System Architectures
This section provides a brief introduction to well-known architectures for supporting context-aware systems. Such architectures rely on sensor-based context detection. Some context detection is needed in order to: (a) enrich context with semantics (b) provide secure access to the context (c) distribute context to grid applications, and (d) attempt to integrate heterogeneous context semantics with other context-aware applications, thus forming a Semantic Web community. The common underlying philosophy of context-aware system architectures [29] [30] [31] [32] is their hierarchical structure. Such layered structure covers two levels of context utilization: the operational and the informational level.
On the operational level, the system modules, which are distributed in a mobile computing environment, may serve as: (a) Sensors that capture raw data (b) Autonomous mediators that process and filter raw data streams transforming them into higher data representations (c) Smart agents that communicate with each other, in order to mine knowledge that resides in the system (d) Context-aware applications that provide innovative services to end users catering for user context adaptation and maintenance of an integrity scheme for that context. With respect to the informational level, knowledge representation may focus on: (a) A simple data model without semantics or meta-data (b) Modeling large amount of data using relational or object-oriented paradigms (c) Serving as an ontology that describes distributed
[3]
[4] Figure 8 . Using CAP in a ubiquitous manner.
knowledge resources, such as user profiles, device capabilities, service features, and, even, contexts of applications, and (d) Context integration, in terms of contextual information retrieval (e.g., similarity methods taking data semantics into consideration). The operational level coupled with its informational counterpart comprises a universal context-aware system model. Building context-aware systems involves facing several design challenges to cope with highly dynamic environments and constantly changing user requirements. Such challenges are mainly related to gathering, storage, modeling, distribution, and monitoring of context. The following paragraphs refer to several system architectures, which fulfill the requirements of context modeling and implement some of the features of mobile computing environments (e.g., context management, representation, and security).
A r c h i t e c t u r e s f o r C o ntext-Aware Web Services
The Web Architectures for Services Platforms (WASP) [33, Un published] is a project dealing with the definition of a service platform, which supports the development and the deployment of context-aware integrated speech and data applications, based on Web Services technology, on top of 3G mobile networks. The contextual information in this system is modeled by conceptual graphs describing ontologies of context-aware services (Section 2). Such platform provides services to Context providers, which communicate through the Context interpreter module. The latter gathers context and makes it available to the rest of the platform. The platform consists of a set of Repositories, which support the Monitor component with knowledge related to the elements involved in WASP. Repositories collect information from the context interpreter (e.g., user preferences and constraints) and make use of the services of the service providers. The Monitor component is responsible for managing application subscription by using a WASP Subscription Language (WSL) and by gathering information from both Repositories and Context Interpreters. Applications use WSL during their subscription, or the configuration of the platform, so as to react to a given set of events. The specific context-model is relevant to Data Entities. Data Entities represent objects of the real world (e.g., person, activity, device, location). Attributes and associations are, also, combined with Data Entities. Different Data Entities must share common contextual representation, allowing the derivation of more complex context. The WASP exploits the Semantic Web Technology, building contextual information using ontologies from ontology-based markup languages (e.g., DAML+OIL, OWL). The platform could be invoked by different conceptual layers, such as from context storage to adaptive interfaces and from service description-discovery to complex service composition.
Ag e nt-Ba s e d C A S
Among the critical research issues in developing context-aware systems are context modeling, context reasoning, knowledge sharing, and protection of user context. The system presented in [33] , addresses such issues by developing an agent-oriented architecture, the Context Broker Architecture (CoBrA). The CoBrA is considered as a large scale implementing paradigm, which models its contextual information through semantic graphs (e.g., ontologies). Such graphs describe user profiles, user preferences, and device capabilities. CoBrA aims to assist devices, services and agents to become context-aware in smart spaces (e.g., an intelligent meeting room). Such an infrastructure requires the following functionality: (a) a collection of ontologies for modeling contextual information (i.e., Context Conceptual Modeling methodology) (b) a shared model for the current context, and (c) a declarative policy language that users and devices may use for defining constraints on their sharable resource (e.g., personal agenda). The CoBrA uses languages from the Semantic Web for defining contextual ontologies providing not only a semantically richer context representation, but, also, making use of the ability of reasoning and sharing knowledge. CoBrA provides a resource-rich agent, called context broker, to manage and maintain the shared context into consistency. A context broker is associated with a certain smart spaces environment. It may be considered as an aggregation of other brokers representing smaller parts of the original smart space environment. Such hierarchical approach, with the support of shared ontologies, is capable of avoiding the bottlenecks associated with a single centralized broker. The Context broker can, also, infer contextual information that cannot be easily acquired from sensors. Furthermore, it can detect and resolve inconsistent knowledge that often emerges as a result from imperfect context sensing. Moreover, CoBrA provides a policy language that allows users to control the provision of their contextual information. A context broker acquires contextual information from heterogeneous sources and fuses such information into a coherent model that is, then, shared among computing entities inside the environment. Another infrastructure that enables scalable and flexible sensor-based services and makes use of the agent technology is that of Irisnet [34] . IrisNet adopts a hierarchical system model, which forms a two-tier hierarchy of sensing nodes and information brokering nodes. It, substantially, reduces network bandwidth requirements through the use of senselets. Senslets are binary code fragments that perform intensive data filtering at the sensing nodes. Irisnet includes advanced sensor devices, which form a wide area sensor network for context processes. Such processes refer to distributed filtering, hierarchical caching, query routing, and context freshness evaluation (e.g., when to update the contextual repository). The two tiers of agents are: (a) the Sensing Agents (SA), and (b) the Organizing Agents (OA). The former category of agents collects and filters sensor readings according to a data model, whilst the later category performs query-processing tasks on those sensor readings. Irisnet OAs provide a simple way, for a service, to incorporate support for complex queries. The system enables senselets to be uploaded from OAs to any SA in order to instruct and perform tasks (e.g., collecting the required information, filtering, and caching) and to transmit the distilled information to the OA. The OA and SA execution environment uses a service-specific processing and filtering over the sensor feeds, which eliminates duplicated and redundant information. Figure 9 represents an Irisnet instance.
The My Campus system [35] is an agent-based environment for context-aware mobile services. It revolves around a growing collection of customizable agents capable of automatically discovering and accessing Internet and Intranet services. The scalability of such architecture is attributed to the use of ontologies describing contextual information (e.g., user preferences and constraints). Moreover, agents focus on context-sensitive message filtering, message routing, and context sensitive reminding. More sophisticated agents incorporate planning and automated Web Service access functionality.
C A S B a s e d o n S patial Information
One of the most important concepts in the mobile computing context is that of location. Architectures, like ParcTab [36] process the location information through suitable spatial models (e.g., the Geometric Model WGS84 2 ). RAUM [37] system develops context-aware applications based on the contextual information retrieved by the user location. The system supports context generated by an appropriate spatial model (i.e., Context conceptual modeling methodology). Such context model is based on conceptual graphs representing hierarchies of symbolic locations (see Section 2). Spatial contextual information (location symbolic model) is based on the relative location of entities (e.g., users) rather than on their identity. The RAUM is a spatial-aware communication model, in which, two entities are considered contextually relevant (i.e., the relative location information is the compatibility relation between those entities) through their locations rather than their network identifiers. Such model consists of two main parts: the Location Representation Model (LRM), and the Communication Model (CM). The LRM defines how location is represented, stored, and communicated in the RAUM architecture, whilst the CM defines how location information is used in the communication among the RAUM entities. Figure 10 depicts the RAUM -LRM adopted a tree presentation for location selection. Such logical representation consists of three general layers: (a) a tree-root (b) the semantic sub-layers, and (c) a location expressed in three-dimensional Cartesian coordinates. Further specialization of the third layer into sub-sections enables a more fine grained differentiation of locations.
The RAUM system makes use of distributed storage of the location information, as long as all the involved objects are capable of handling such information. Hence, no central entity for storing and providing the complete location-tree is required. All the objects (e.g., mobile Figure 10 . RAUM Tree spatial model. devices) in the system hold only the part of the tree that is pertinent to them. In this respect, most objects have only to store the path through the tree by representing their own location. This implies that, RAUM is used whenever peer-to-peer communication is required.
Applications of Large Scale Context-Aware Systems
In this section, we refer to certain abovementioned indicative context-aware systems. The discussed systems depict the enabling technology for building and testing mobile and ubiquitous computing scenarios, and the emerging functionality and collective context-awareness of information artifacts.
Smart-Its [25] are small-scale, embedded devices that can be attached to everyday objects to augment them with sensing, perception, computation, and communication. Several device prototypes are based on Smart-Its using diverse micro-controller platforms. Smart-Its are used for multi-sensing contextual information for mobile users, similarly to the Smart-CAPs [26] . Moreover, Smart-Its Friends is a context-aware application based on this technology. As soon as a device becomes connected, the application notifies the mobile user with a brief tone. This notification also occurs after a friend has been temporarily out of range and, thus, disconnected. Two Smart-Its-augmented objects can be connected and, then, notify the mobile users when they venture within a certain range, acting in support of proximity awareness.
The RAUM system is currently used for inter-device communication in ubiquitous computing. The RAUM location-aware application runs on desktop computers, Palm Pilots, and micro-controllers. The Smart-Door-Plate context-aware application is used to yield context information for applications in human computer interaction. Specifically, it displays the name of the room, the names of the people working in that room, or events taking place there (e.g., a meeting). The information for recognizing that a meeting is in progress is inferred from the context established by MediaCups [38] . The later is a computer-augmented coffee cup with infrared communication, which distributes status information, like temperature, sound and usage in specific time intervals.
Finally, a smart meeting room system called Easy-Meeting explores the use of multiagent systems, Semantic Web ontologies, reasoning, and declarative policies for security and privacy. Building on the CoBrA system [33] , Easy-Meeting provides relevant services and information to meeting participants based on their situational needs. The CoBrA intelligent broker agent maintains a shared context model for all computing entities in the space and enforces user-defined privacy policies. In addition, CoBrA system models its context using a shared conceptual graph (Section 2) for context-aware computing application, called Standard Ontology for Ubiquitous and Pervasive Applications (SOUPA). Such ontology is expressed using the Semantic Web languages and includes modular component vocabularies to represent intelligent agents with associated beliefs, desires, and intentions, time, space, actions and events, and user profiles. SOUPA can be extended to support the applications of CoBrA, and MoGATU [39] , a peer-to-peer pervasive data management system.
Conclusions and Open Issues
In this article, emphasis was placed on context-aware mobile computing. Essentially, the form of such computing paradigm is broader than mobile computing because it concerns not only mobility of users and devices, but, more importantly, information surrounding the user and computational entities. In context-aware mobile computing, the application adapts not only to changes in the availability of computing and communication resources but also to the presence of contextual information. Issues related to context modeling and how context aware systems deal with contextual information are discussed. We reviewed the basic mechanisms underlying the operation of such systems. We discussed notable works and important architectures reported in the relevant literature. A long-term goal of system architectures is rendering sensors and context platforms flexible and scalable enough to be widely adopted in various context-aware mobile applications. Aiming at Human-Computer Interaction, context-sensing requirements in context-aware computing applications take into account the fact that sensors are highly distributed and their configuration is highly dynamic. Based also on the assumption, that the more complex context model can be decomposed into simpler discrete facts and events, many context models propose a top-down systematic approach providing a clear path allowing computers to understand context in human-like ways. Issues about privacy and distribution of context information, conforming to an appropriate distribution model of partitioning and replication context, are open while autonomous configuration schemes for sensors, providing service adaptation, are equally crucial. Designing contextual data format and network protocols to allow interoperability by supporting different types of sensors and finding the right balance of developing a universal context model and smart infrastructures are challenges for the future. Systems should also take into account the quality of context represented into a model supported by a meta-model scheme of context. Finally, an open issue could be the definition of a context prediction method supporting the pro-activity of context-services in advanced mobile computing environments.
